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Question No: 1 
Where can you use a Flow Callout policy? Select all that apply. Choose 2 answers 
A. Anywhere in a ProxyEndpoint or TargetEndpoint except PostClientFlow 
B. In a Shared Flow 
C. Only in the Flow phase of ProxyEndpoint or TargetEndpoint 
D. Anywhere except another Shared Flow 
E. Only in ProxyEndpoint PreFlow or TargetEndpoint PostFlow 
Answer: E 
 
Question No: 2 
You need to access API back-end systems authorized by a machine user credential Each API call must connect 
to the API back-end system with unique credentials You need to keep user credential info securely protected 
How should you store the credential? 
A. Hardcoded in Assign Message policy 
B. Stored in Key-Value Maps and accessed at run time. 
C. Stored in configuration files and make use at run time. 
D. Stored in encrypted Key-Value Maps and access at run time. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 3 
You are generating tokens depending on a partner's service level at runtime You need to control access token 
expiration. What should you do? 
A. Pass access token expiration values as a request query parameter 
B. Add expiration times in product custom attributes for retrieval at run time 
C. Store and fetch access token expiration times from a configuration file to use at run time 
D. Store and fetch expiration value from Key Value Maps at runtime to use for access token creation. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 4 
Where does a ScriptTarget node.js application run when deployed to Edge? 
A. In a Docker container 
B. Inside a Vert x runtime engine 
C. Google's V8 JavaScript engine 
D. Within Apigee's node.js runtime called Trireme 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 5 
A cloud customer wants to safeguard their APIs against a sudden increase in traffic. You need to calculate an 
allowable traffic rate of 100 transactions per second (TPS) What should you do? 
A. Use a default Spike Arrest policy setting the limit to 100 TPS 
B. Use a Quota enforcement policy set to limit throughput to 100 TPS 



C. Use a Spike Arrest policy setting the UseEffectiveCount parameter 
D. Keep a count of accesses in the back-end, rejecting queries when they exceed 100 TPS 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 6 
Which JavaScript statement can be used to raise a fault from a JavaScript policy named "Weather"? 
A. return-1; 
B. return false; 
C. contextsetVariablefWeather.Fauir, "true*); 
D. throw "Bad Data", 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 7 
Which Edge Microgateway plugin does not need to be explicitly added to the plugin sequence attribute 
configuration for execution? 
A. analytics 
B. oauth 
C. quota 
D. spike arrest 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 8 
The backend API team has asked for metrics on the performance of an API. Which two pieces of data should 
you provide? Choose 2 answers 
A. The internet latency 
B. The network latency 
C. The backend latency 
D. The Apigee proxy latency 
E. The backend database latency 
Answer: C,E 
 
Question No: 9 
As an API Engineer you have been asked to automate the build process for Apigee deployments. You decide 
to build a new tool to deploy the API Bundles using the Apigee Management API. What would be the correct 
approach? 
A. You should deploy an Apigee microgateway 
B. Management APIs need a separate API product for security reasons. 
C. Each management API you plan to use should be turned into an Apigee Proxy. 
D. Management APIs should be called directly from the tool to the Apigee gateway 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 10 
What are all of the values typically set in a Raise Fault policy? 
A. Error Code. Reason Phrase, and Payload 



B. Status Code and Payload 
C. Status Code. Reason Phrase, and Payload 
D. Status Code. Error Code, and Payload 
E. None of the above 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 11 
Which components of Edge used to configure HTTPS inbound communication? 
A. TLS Store 
B. Virtual Hosts 
C. Certificate Manager 
D. Keystores and Truststores 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 12 
Which features are supported in the OAuthV2 policy? Choose 3 answers 
A. Storing of external access tokens 
B. Setting custom attributes for generated access tokens 
C. Credentials validation when password grant_type is used 
D. Setting different expiration for refresh and access tokens 
Answer: B,C,D 
 
Question No: 13 
You need to log all error responses in your Apigee Edge proxy What should you do? 
A. Use a JavaScript callout 
B. Use a MessageLog policy in (he DefaultFaulIRule. 
C. Use a conditional MessageLog policy in the PostClientFlow 
D. Use a conditional MessageLog policy as the last item in the Response flow 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 14 
Your APIs are configured as a relying party on an OpenID Connect platform. You need to inspect and verify 
the OpenID Connect identity. What two actions should you take? Choose 2 answers 
A. Verify the signature of the JWT using a shared secret. 
B. Parse the JWT to extract the exp: nbf and iat properties to determine if the token is still valid 
C. Pass the JWT to a preconfigured 3rd party for verification of the signature, exp, nbf and iat properties 
D. Use the OpenID Connect URL to locate a trusted 3rd party for verification the signature, exp, nbf and iat 
properties 
E. Using the JKWS URL in the OpenID Connect configuration, fetch the signing key to verify the JWT signature 
and parameters 
Answer: B,E 
 
Question No: 15 
Which feature can be used to limit application consumption to a particular group of API proxy resources? 



A. Virtual host 
B. API product 
C. Developer app 
D. RBAC (Role-based Access Control) 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 16 
In which place can outbound SSL be configured? 
A. ProxyEndpoint 
B. HTTPProxyConnection 
C. VirtualHost 
D. TargetEndpoint 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 17 
Which describe the ResponseCache' policy in Apigee Edge? Select all that are correct 
A. Helps to reduce the response latency 
B. Caches both the request and the response 
C. Helps to reduce the amount of load to the target system. 
D. Should be attached to both Request and Response Flow 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 18 
What happens to the API request processing when more than one of the conditional flows in a proxy is 
matched? 
A. Only the first matching flow from the top runs 
B. Only the first matching flow from the bottom runs. 
C. All matching flows run. in order from the top to the bottom. 
D. A fault is raised and this should be handled in the FaultRules. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 19 
Which are NOT a step in the OAuth 2 0 authorization code grant process? Select all that are correct 
A. generate an authorization code 
B. generate an access token 
C. verify the device ID 
D. validate the client API key 
E. obtain the end user's consent for the application to request the user's protected resources 
F. validate the developer name 
Answer: A,E,F 
 
Question No: 20 
Which plugins are not enabled as part of the default Edge Microgateway installation? Choose 2 answers 
A. analytics 



B. oauth 
C. quota 
D. spike arrest 
Answer: C,D 
 
Question No: 21 
Which protocols are supported by the Message Logging policy? Select all that are correct 
A. FTP 
B. HTTP 
C. SCP 
D. TCP 
E. UDP 
Answer: B,D 
 
Question No: 22 
Which is a use of OAuth 2 0 scopes'? 
A. govern the level of access for client applications 
B. select API products for the request 
C. implement SAML security assertions 
D. issue OAuth 2 0 refresh tokens 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 23 
You are implementing Concurrent Rate Limit, Spike Arrest and Quota policies in your proxy. You want to make 
sure the simplest checks run first Using the flow shown in the diagram, which order of operations should you 
follow? 

 

A. Concurrent Rate Limit > Spike Arrest > Quota 
B. Quota > Concurrent Rate Limit > Spike Arrest 
C. Spike Arrest > Quota > Concurrent Rate Limit 
D. Quota > Spike Arrest > Concurrent Rate Limit 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 24 
Which of the following statements are the for Edge Microgateway-aware proxies? 
A. Edge Microgateway-aware proxies must point to a Node js ScnptTarget 
B. Edge Microgateway-aware proxies should at least contain a quota or OAuth2 policy 
C. Edge Microgateway-aware proxies support the execution of conditional flows 
D. Edge Microgateway-aware proxies must use HTTPTargetConnection in the TargetEndpoint 
Answer: C 



 
Question No: 25 
When populating the Quota configuration for an API product, which statement is true? 
A. The Quota specified will automatically be enforced for any Developer App Keys assigned to the API product. 
B. After validating an API key or access token, flow variables are automatically populated with the Quota 
configuration for later use in a Quota policy 
C. Rate limiting will be enforced precise to the seconds level, even if you configure a per-minute or higher 
interval 
D. The Quota configuration specified on the API product enforces a global rate limit across all API proxies 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 26 
Which HTTP method would NOT be used for CRUD operations? 
A. GET 
B. POST 
C. OPTIONS 
D. PUT 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 27 
As an Apigee API Engineer you attend a meeting where a Product Owner would like to release a new feature 
to customers. There are several teams in the meeting, Backend API team, Apigee API team, and the Security 
team. The feature will be exposed through the companies external facing website. The architecture allows the 
website to call the backend APIs directly. The security team raises a concern about the backend APIs being 
wide open to anyone inside the network, not just the external website. You are later contacted and asked for 
your teams impacts. How should you reply? 
A. You should recommend an Apigee Edge Access Control policy 
B. You should recommend that the backend API's use TLS v12 to secure their APIs. 
C. You should recommend the use of custom secure headers with time stamp verification 
D. You should recommend a design change that uses a Apigee microgateway in front of the backend APIs. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 28 
You are building a new API, and have the choice between several names for a particular field. According to 
Apigee recommended practices, what should you do? 
A. Allow each developer to make their own choice. 
B. Use the same field name as in the back end system 
C. Survey typical consumers to determine which common name to use 
D. Pick any name, and make sure that you use that name as consistently as possible 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 29 
You are working on a project that adheres strictly to the Roy Fielding REST concepts. You need to update a 
single property named "status" of a complicated entity What should you do? 



A. Fetch the full entity, update the status value locally. DELETE the original entity and POST the new version. 
B. Fetch the full entity. Change only the status value and then send the whole object in the request body of 
the PUT service 
C. Create a new service that uses the UPDATE verb that accepts the "status* property and updates the entity 
UPDATE /api/trucks/42/status HTTP/1.1 {status: 5} 
D. Create a new service that uses the PATCH verb designed to update only given fields. PATCH /api/trucks/42 
HTTP/1.1 {status: 5} 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 30 
As an API Engineer you are approached late in the day with an emergency request to configure a 2 way TLS 
connection between Apigee and the backend server. All existing certificates have been revoked. The security 
team provides you the PEM file for the backend server and your new Apigee TLS certificate. What minimum 
steps are required to reconfigure 2-way TLS? Choose 2 answers 
A. Add your Apigee TLS certificate to the key store. 
B. Add the backend servers PEM file to the key store. 
C. Add the backend certificate chain to the trust store 
D. Add the backend servers PEM file to the trust store. 
E. Use the KVM to store the contents of the PEM file. 
F. Use the Access Control Policy to reference the PEM file 
Answer: B,E 
 
Question No: 31 
You have created an OpenAPl specification and begun a sample implementation of the API Proxy in Apigee 
Edge Another team is asking for early access for interactive documentation What should you do? 
A. Publish using SwaggerUI 
B. Generate web documents using SmartDocs 
C. Send the requesting team the OpenAPl spec. 
D. Create a sample web app that uses your API, and publish the source code. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 32 
As an API Engineer your team would like to make sure you are simulating a user experience prior to a 
deployment in a production environment. Which tests should be ran to closely resemble a consumer 
interaction with a APIs? 
A. Unit tests 
B. Smoke tests. 
C. Integration tests 
D. Code quality analysis 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 33 
As an API Engineer your team has had issues with security vulnerabilities and poor coding practices in the 
past. You would like to improve your team's reputation within the organization. What step could take to 



improve your process? 
A. Add smoke tests to your CI/CD process 
B. Add code quality analysis into your CI/CD process. 
C. Ask the developers to run unit tests prior to code check-in. 
D. Ask the developers to run anti-virus against the code prior to check in. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 34 
Which policy can be used to restrict access to API resources based on the client IP? 
A. Regular Expression Protection policy 
B. Basic Authentication policy 
C. Access Control policy 
D. Raise Fault policy 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 35 
Which is a benefit of 2-way TLS (mutual TLS) for target endpoint connections? 
A. Sensitive data presented to end users will be encrypted 
B. Certificates can be used to verify the identity of both Apigee Edge and the target endpoint 
C. End users can use the name of the system to verify that they are connecting to a trusted system. 
D. All of the above 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 36 
You are part of an API team working on a versioning strategy for a new API. Several members of the team 
disagree on how to indicate the version. According to Apigee recommended practices, what would you 
recommend to the team? 
A. Use the payload. 
B. Use a header version: vl. 
C. UsetheURI/products/productjd/vl 
D. UsetheURI/v1/products/product id 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 37 
Given the following Javascript code snippet, which statement is true? 
var paloAlto = httpClient.get{'http://weather.yahooapis.com/forecastrss?w=2467861'); 
context.session['paloAlto'] = paloAlto; 
A. The code execution will wait for the httpClient to receive a response and store that into a session vanable 
named paloAlto. 
B. The string paloAlto' will be stored in a message flow variable named paloAlto 
C. The httpClient request will send a POST request to http //weather.yahooapis com/forecastrss 
D. The code execution will complete even if the httpClient has not yet received a response 
Answer: B 
 



Question No: 38 
You need to interact with two different back end systems, depending on inbound request data One backend 
is a default target URL without SSL and another one is a dynamic target URL with 2-Way SSL What should 
you do? 
A. Use service callouts configuration for each target, and use a condition to decide which to invoke. 
B. Use a Key-Value Map configuration to access SSL and URL information to invoke target systems 
C. Use an AssignMessage policy to override default target URL and define 2-way SSL configuration at runtime 
D. Create another target endpoint with SSL configured and define route rule to pick that depends on available 
variables. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 39 
As an API Engineer you get a calendar invite for a backlog grooming session. What should you expect to take 
place in the meeting? 
A. Review the Epics and meet the cross functional team 
B. Review and update the user stories and tasks in detail. 
C. Review the high level design document and ask questions 
D. Update support tickets that have been sitting for x number of days 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 40 
Which policy is best used to convert a SOAP response to a JSON response? 
A. AssignMessage 
B. Message Validation 
C. SOAPToJSON 
D. XMLToJSON 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 41 
As an Apigee API Engineer you are building a new proxy as follows: 
POST /v1/virtualnetworkconnections 
The backend developer, being new to RESTful APIs, asks you which response code should be returned on a 
successful call. What should you recommend? 
A. Return a 200 OK 
B. Return a 302 Found 
C. Return a 201 Created 
D. Return a 202 Accepted 
E. Return a 303 See Other 
F. Return a 400 Bad Request 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 42 
You have a single back end that needs to be exposed to customers using different API request and response 
payloads You need to allow these different request types without breaking existing implementations What 


